**BIGGEST BLAZE IN A DECADE SWEEPS GREENPOINT HOMES**

5 Men Feared Dead In Fire Starting in Old Trolley Barn

By AL LEWIN and RICHARD J. ROTH

A raging firestorm from the sky's worst in more than a decade swept through an old trolley barn in Greenpoint today, completely gutting the two-story building and spreading a severe blaze to several private homes and commercial buildings nearby.

Several hundred persons were evacuated from the area as flames licked skyward, leaping up a hillside of smoke that could be seen all over the metropolitan area.

The fire originated in the building, which occupies a square block on Manhattan Ave. between Clay and Broadway, and is believed to have destroyed the structure which had been converted to a car barn by a cardboard sign "Firemen." The barn may have been involved in the fire.

Today's Chuckle: "Today's Chuckle"

*Brooklyn Eagle Straw Poll*

TRUMAN STRONG IN BROWNSVILLE

Despite 63 percent of New York City voters who said they would vote for his son, in addition to the man he now almost surely will lose to as the Democratic nomination at the convention, Franklin D. Roosevelt remains at the top of the ticket.

HOW BEDFORD VOTES

Bedford, a town with 33 percent of its registered voters, was split evenly in support of the Democrat.

OF TRUXX

*TAX COLLECTOR*

Hoffman Takes Oath as U. S. Tax Collector

*OFFICIALS CONVOKED*

OFFICIALS CONVOKED

Hoffman takes oath as new collector.

*ONE ARSON BLAZE ROUTE 15 FROM TENEMENT*

Fire Like an A-Bomb Blast, Neighbor Says

By CLARENCE GREENBAUM

There was no flash but the roar was magnificent, and it was an unforgettable sound, one that loomed large in the lives of all who lived nearby.

OFFICIALS CONVOKED

*ANOTHER ARSON MONDAY *

Firemen of 3 Boros Unite to Battle Flames

Here's the story of what happened in the Brooklyn Exercise Club on Manhattan Ave. and Clay St. in the Brooklyn Borough of New York City.

I HAD INSIDE JOB AT KINGS PARK*

*OFFICIALS CONVOKED*

"Who did it?" the attendant demanded.
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